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5 QUESTIONS
FOR
WILLIAM
BRADLEY

LAST YEAR WILLIAM
BRADLEY MOVED FROM
LONDON TO LOS
ANGELES. SINCE THEN
HE LOVES COLOR.
You consider yourself being a "traditional painter" but
lately started to incorporate digital image editing in your
work process. Can you tell us more about your working
process?
Digital editing has become more and more important to
my process but it is purely a tool to inform the painting. I
begin with intuitive ink and watercolor drawings calling
on and abstracting images from memory and direct
sketches made of seen things. These drawings are then
scanned into photoshop and manipulated and edited
and reworked to take them a step away from the
immediacy of the drawings. These digital images then
become a plan for the paintings. After applying a flat
base color I transcribe the black lines from my digital
plan onto the canvas. This provides the basis for the final
oil painting.

How do you navigate in the digital world? Digital
Nostalgia?
I feel like I can't separate the digital world from the 'real'
world. Be it checking Facebook and Instagram or
viewing an art exhibition on the other side of the world. It
is constantly there. I am part of the first generation to
grow up with the internet and that provided so much of
my exposure to art, design, culture. But also, growing up
with games consoles and then eventually the smart
phone. These works draw on a kind of digital nostalgia
in that I'm referencing more the hyper colors of Mario
and Sonic, the games, the graphics, the design I grew up
with.

The process you are describing here is very planned and
predestined. At the same time this new body of work is
looking extremely vibrant and colorful, the forms became
more free and moving. Is this contrast important to you?
By approaching the painting in this way I have the
information I need, the confidence to make the marks
right first time, to achieve the vibrancy of color I desire.
This gives the work a boldness, a free flowing look as
there is no evidence of working and reworking the
painting which for me would muddy the image. The
painting of course takes over and the results of the
painterly process move the work away from the digital

plan. This is something that really interests me, the
preplanned and the more immediate intuitive elements
coming together. Each work plays around with this as I
find the right balance of the two.

Two major residencies have changed your color plate –
Hooper Projects in 2015 and this one in Berlin with
68projects. Can you tell us something about these
changes and your new color choice?
Immediately when I entered the building at Hooper
Projects I knew something had to change. The first thing
that hit me was scale but quietly a new sense of color
began to move to the forefront of my approach. Just the
environment in Los Angeles, the people, my fellow
residents, a feeling of belonging, it all combined to
inform a much bolder color palette, often fresher and
more vibrant. I was one of 68Projects' first residents back
in 2014 and my time in Berlin then helped to begin to
free up my composition. This time being in Berlin to
prepare my solo show allowed me the calm space to
really focus on the things I had learnt during my last year
in Los Angeles. This atmosphere, which always makes me
happy, provided the perfect environment for the most
vibrant, bold color to date. Color which relates more
strongly to the digital than ever before.

You said you are more interested in the „fantasy“ of the
viewer. Could you explain that to us?
For me the idea of the artist conveying their inner
thoughts and feelings purely through their gesture and
color choice became problematic. The viewer brings
their own history, their own emotion, their own
knowledge to a work and thus they bring their own
reading and interpretation of the work. They complete it,
the work reflects back at them their own thoughts, their
own emotions and it is at this point when a painting truly
becomes meaningful.
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